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A B S T R A C T

Paper-based (PB) sketching involves the challenge of representing three-dimensional
(3D) shapes on two-dimensional (2D) surfaces. The recent generation of virtual re-
ality (VR) sketching tools offer a way to overcome this challenge. These immersive
3D sketching environments permit the rapid construction of freehand stroke-based 3D
models in 3D space while replicating the immediate experience of PB sketching. To
explore the potential advantages of VR sketching in visual thinking and visual commu-
nication, we conducted investigations with sixteen architectural students engaged in PB
and VR sketching tasks. We observed their visualization behavior during VR sketching
and their behavior in transitioning between PB and VR sketching. The participants’ ex-
periences of the two media were also recorded in semi-structured interviews and ques-
tionnaires. Our observations show that immersive 3D sketching is a unique form of
visual representation that facilitates the rapid and flexible creation of large and detailed
(but inaccurate) 3D computer models. It is a multimodal medium that supports visual
thinking and communication behaviors associated with PB sketching, CAD modeling,
physical model-making and gesturing, all within the same space. This unique combina-
tion enables users to engage in visual thinking and visual communication activities in
ways that cannot presently be achieved with any other single representation technique.

c© 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction1

Many designers across a range of disciplines and industry2

sectors work on projects that result in three-dimensional (3D)3

shapes or exist in 3D spaces. Consequently, much of their work4

involves imagining and representing 3D shapes. To do this, de-5

signers use a variety of media to explore, develop and commu-6

nicate their ideas, including physical gestures, paper-based (PB)7

sketches, computer-aided design (CAD) models and physical8

models. Each form of representation has specific attributes that9

make them better suited to some applications than others. In10

the early stages of design, many designers adopt PB sketching11

for being the most accessible, intuitive and immediate means of12

?corresponding author: Alfred Oti - email agko3@yahoo.co.uk

exploring, developing and communicating their ideas. Paper- 13

based sketching is often performed freehand with a pencil or 14

pen and without the use of other drawing equipment such as 15

straight edges or a compass. Representing a three-dimensional 16

shape on a two-dimensional sheet of paper presents a challenge 17

that is often met by making two different kinds of planar pro- 18

jection: 19

• Single-view projections that represent the shape from such 20

an angle that it provides information about all three princi- 21

pal dimensions. An isometric sketch is an example of this, 22

where each principal dimension is equally distorted on the 23

page (see Figure 1). 24

• Multi-view projections that represent the shape from more 25

than one angle so that collectively, the different views pro- 26

vide useful information about all three dimensions. A set 27

http://www.sciencedirect.com
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of principal views in third angle orthographic projection is1

an example of this (see Figure 1).2

Fig. 1: Three-dimensional object represented in a single
view drawing (top left) and multi-view drawing (bottom
right).

Planar projections allow three-dimensional shapes to be vi-3

sualized, recorded and communicated, whether those shapes al-4

ready exist or are only imagined. However, the process of mak-5

ing projections has some limitations. Projection requires skills6

that must be learned and practiced to achieve and maintain com-7

petence. Some projections can be difficult to read for those who8

are not familiar with them and intimidating to produce or edit9

for those who are not experts. Once projections have been pro-10

duced, viewing the shape from another angle requires a new11

projection to be made. This either results in the production of12

numerous projections or in only a limited and inadequate set13

being used. Especially during early-stage design work, where14

3D shapes are being developed and refined, the requirement for15

projection can act as a barrier to free and flexible visualization.16

The challenges associated with representing stroke-based 3D17

shapes in early-stage design might be addressed by a new gen-18

eration of immersive 3D sketching tools, which permit users19

to rapidly make freehand strokes directly in 3D space. These20

tools offer a different approach to developing 3D CAD models,21

but the user inputs required to develop these models – and the22

models that result – have a lot in common with freehand PB23

sketching. One particular feature of these new tools is that the24

user wears a head-mounted display (HMD) and waves hand-25

held controllers around to make strokes, which are then per-26

sistently suspended in space (from the perspective of the user,27

see Figure 2). The user can move around these strokes dur-28

ing the act of sketching and can inspect, add, modify and delete29

strokes from any angle of view (as well as performing other30

operations). The user cannot see their physical body or envi-31

ronment but may see an avatar or virtual hand-held controllers32

in 3D space. HMD can be used with any compatible computer33

in any room with sufficient space without the need for extra34

equipment or modification of the room. 35

Fig. 2: The relationship between users and 3D shapes when
using an HMD system for immersive 3D sketching.

The opportunity to produce freehand sketches directly in 3D 36

space, rather than on a sheet of paper (or other flat surfaces), has 37

profound implications for how users might visualize and com- 38

municate 3D shapes and spaces, especially in the early stages 39

of design. To better understand immersive 3D sketching and 40

its implications, we conducted an empirical study to investigate 41

how users work during immersive 3D sketching tasks, focusing 42

on how they represent 3D shapes and spaces in a fully immer- 43

sive 3D environment. Before reporting on that study, we review 44

the literature related to fully immersive stroke-based 3D sketch- 45

ing, particularly those focusing on the users’ impressions and 46

experiences. 47

2. Literature review 48

Early studies of immersive 3D sketching were conducted us- 49

ing CAVE (CAVE Audio Visual Experience) and its variant sys- 50

tems. Studies of CAVE sketching have often concluded that 51

stroke-based freehand sketching is an inefficient and imprecise 52

means of representing 3D shapes [1]. 53

For example, a CAVE VR study compared four 3D sketching 54

techniques used for drawing on Air: one-handed drag drawing 55

(drag), two-handed tape drawing (tape), sand and free(hand) to 56

ascertain which was the most accurate and efficient. In the drag 57

technique, a physical stylus is used to control a virtual brush 58

from which strokes are sketched. The stylus and brush are con- 59

nected via a ’tow rope’ such that when the stylus is moved away 60

from the brush, the rope becomes taught and drags the brush 61

in the direction of the stylus. When the stylus is moved to- 62

wards the brush, the rope becomes slack and the brush is free 63

to move in any direction within the radius of the rope. In the 64

tape technique, both hands are used to sketch strokes. Straight 65

strokes are sketched by holding the non-dominant hand in place 66

while using a stylus to sketch with the dominant hand. The non- 67

dominant hand is moved during sketching To sketch curved or 68
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jagged strokes. In the sand technique, a stylus is used freehand1

with no constraints on its movement except for the haptic feed-2

back from friction and viscosity. The stylus feels as if moving3

through loose sand. The free(hand) technique involves a stylus4

with no movement constraints or haptic feedback. The study5

measured the variance between positional and directional accu-6

racies and the time taken for sketching. The results supported7

the view that free(hand) 3D sketching had the greatest errors in8

positional and directional accuracy but also took the least time9

to perform [2].10

Almost a decade later, the same perception persists in11

HMD sketching studies [3, 4]. There are many CAVE and12

HMD studies in which researchers and their users expressed13

frustration and dissatisfaction with stroke-based immersive14

3D sketching [3, 1, 5]. Users frequently complained about15

the difficulties of trying to sketch 3D shapes with accuracy16

[1, 3]. In many instances, this lack of accuracy was viewed as17

a negative trait of stroke-based immersive 3D sketching. Many18

users wanted immersive 3D sketching tools to include stroke19

snapping, scaling, haptic feedback, visual depth cues, motion20

parallax and editing tools to circumvent their lack of sensori-21

motor control [1, 3, 6]. Such findings motivated researchers to22

conclude that freehand immersive 3D sketching is insufficient,23

prompting the development of tools with assistive features:24

that beautify stroke-based freehand sketches to make them25

look aesthetically pleasing [7]; tools that make the user sketch26

on virtual planes [3, 7, 8]; tools that create geometries and27

strokes from hand gestures made by the user [9, 10, 11]; tools28

that use real-world shapes to guide the placement of sketched29

strokes [4]. However, immersive 3D sketching tools remain30

undervalued, misunderstood and unused by many designers31

who view them as frivolous for serious design tasks [12, 3, 13].32

33

The views of users and researchers regarding the call for34

assistive features are intriguing, considering that in many of the35

same studies, the most positive aspects of users’ experiences36

did not involve assistive features. Users perceived an intrinsic37

value in stroke-based immersive 3D sketching, but did not38

attribute those perceptions to the use of assistive features.39

For example, most users preferred immersive 3D sketching40

over 2D sketching. They saw immersive 3D sketching as41

the more appropriate medium for creativity [1, 3, 13] and42

reported that immersive 3D sketching was useful for simpli-43

fying spatial perception, supporting cognition and reflection44

[1, 13, 3]. immersive 3D sketching caused users to rethink45

their conceptualizations of representing 3D shapes [1, 13]46

and it altered the way they thought about and performed 2D47

sketching [1, 13]. Some users, especially those who sketched48

in 3D before sketching in 2D, reported difficulty with thinking49

in two dimensions [1, 13]. During immersive 3D sketching,50

users were observed moving around their sketches to obtain51

different perspectives; they also sketched most shapes at sizes52

proportionate to their bodies [1, 13, 14, 3, 15, 16]. Users53

tried to sit on, look below and walk through their sketched 3D54

shapes [1, 13, 14].55

56

Solution finding was reported as easier in immersive 3D57

sketching, as were externalizing, experimenting and commu- 58

nicating ideas [1, 13, 14]. Similarly, users’ experiences in VR 59

painting were overwhelmingly positive. VR painting was de- 60

scribed as intuitive and exciting. The users reported a sense of 61

comfort and control over paintings. Spatial memory and move- 62

ment (specifically the ability to walk through paintings and step 63

back to view them as a whole) were reported as being important 64

to the construction of paintings. However, the users reported 65

that immersive 3D sketching was inaccurate [17]. In a recent 66

study of VR painting, users reported that it was useful for com- 67

municating 3D conceptual models to clients who may have had 68

difficulty understanding a 2D sketch. Users reported that VR 69

painting was useful for ideation and experimentation of ideas, 70

which felt more concrete in three-dimensions [18]. However, 71

the users were not able to sketch with accuracy and were re- 72

luctant to incorporate VR painting into their professional work- 73

flows except as a means to explore conceptual forms and ideas 74

[18]. The spatial ability of users was investigated in a recent 75

study of immersive 3D sketching [19]. Users reported that their 76

spatial ability and movement had an effect on the quality of 77

their VR sketches. Users with higher spatial abilities produced 78

more accurate VR sketches than users with lower spatial abili- 79

ties. However, there were no differences in the quality of users’ 80

VR sketches when drawn from a stationary position or while 81

sketching and moving simultaneously in 3D space [19]. The 82

users actively avoided sketching strokes in the participant z- 83

axis. Instead, users chose to move and reorient themselves to 84

sketch in the lateral and diagonal directions from a new posi- 85

tion [19]. 86

3. Motivation 87

Many studies have established that stroke-based freehand im- 88

mersive 3D sketching is less accurate than PB sketching or im- 89

mersive 3D sketching with assistive features. However, we 90

argue that such studies have overlooked the potential of im- 91

mersive 3D sketching as a tool for supporting visual thinking 92

and communication. Other studies of immersive 3D sketching 93

have briefly discussed a few aspects of immersive 3D sketching 94

which relate to visual thinking and communication. Nonethe- 95

less, these studies are often general explorations of immersive 96

3D sketching and discussions regarding visual thinking and 97

communication tend to be incidental. No study specifically in- 98

vestigates the capacity of immersive 3D sketching as a tool for 99

supporting visual thinking and communication. Such a study 100

could be structured around the visual thinking and communi- 101

cation skills commonly used by designers. This would per- 102

mit a more nuanced understanding of how designers experience 103

stroke-based immersive 3D sketching and the role it might play 104

in design work. The classification of visual thinking skills (see 105

Table 1) represents the types of thinking and acting most com- 106

mon to designers who work with 3D shapes [20]. The purpose 107

of our study is to understand how immersive 3D sketching sup- 108

ports visual thinking and communication. For the sake of clarity 109

of comparison against PB sketching, we will refer to immer- 110

sive 3D sketching as VR sketching and 3D space as VR space 111

throughout the methodology and the results sections. 112
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Table 1: Classification, definitions and indicators for measuring visual thinking

Visual thinking criteria Indicators
Visual transformation
(mental image manipulation)

Recalling object shapes, relationships, location, object
attributes (colour, texture etc).

Visual synthesis
Object/feature recognition; understanding semantic relations;
categorization; perceptual speed; image completion.

Visual-spatial reasoning
Affine transformations (rotation, reflection, scaling,
etc.,) view transformation; color, texture, attribute transformation;
cross-sections; 2D-3D and 3D-2D transformation.

Visual memory

Motion simulation; analogical reasoning; induction;
discovering patterns; foldouts; discovering inconsistencies;
part removal from assembly; layout/arrangement in constrained
space; assembly/disassembly sequence.

Visual comprehension
Generation of new objects; creating images from verbal
description; synthesis of 3D object from 2D views; intersections.

Visual expression
Drawing skills; quality of sketching; proportions; clarity of
expression; embellishments such as shading.

4. Methodology1

4.1. Participants2

Sixteen undergraduate architecture students (thirteen women3

and three men) were recruited for the study. Adverts posted in4

the Department of Architecture at the University of Cambridge5

were used for recruitment. Eligibility for the study depended on6

being in the second or third year of study on the BA Architec-7

ture degree, being comfortable in sketching 3D shapes on paper8

and confident in speaking English fluently. Participants who9

wore eyeglasses were required to have a good level of unas-10

sisted vision or to wear contact lenses for the study. The partic-11

ipants were not asked to present evidence of sketching ability,12

but admission into the degree programme involves a portfolio13

assessment. The participants’ average age was 20.69 (SD =14

0.70) years, with an average of 1.81 years of university educa-15

tion. All the participants described themselves as competent in16

paper-based (PB) sketching, physical model making and using17

CAD systems. The participants reported spending an average of18

40.31 (SD = 32.42) hours per month PB sketching, 51.94 (SD19

= 38.58) hours per month making physical models and 84.3820

(SD = 36.55) hours per month using CAD tools, primarily Au-21

toCAD (five participants also had experience using Rhinoceros22

3D; three used Google Sketchup; one participant used Micro-23

station). None of the participants had any prior experience of24

sketching in VR. All participants gave informed written consent25

before starting the study. They were paid £10 for their partic-26

ipation, except for one participant who received an additional27

[approximately 10 USD] due to technical problems which ex-28

tended the duration of that session.29

4.2. Materials30

The study took place in a private room in the Engineering31

Department of the University of Cambridge. We chose “Grav-32

ity Sketch 3D c©” (GSVR) (https://www.gravitysketch.com) for33

the VR sketching exercises because it allows users to sketch di-34

rectly into VR space. GSVR provides a wide range of features,35

including the ability to implement planes and axes of symme- 36

try, create complex surfaces, generate three-dimensional prim- 37

itives and import CAD geometry. To simplify the interactions, 38

we only provided participants with a single controller, which 39

limited the functionality to freehand line drawing by making 40

individual strokes. Use of a single controller also permitted 41

user variation of stroke thickness and colour (before making the 42

strokes) and permitted delete, undo and copy-paste of strokes 43

(after making the strokes). The ability to select stroke thickness 44

and colour replicated the options available in the paper-based 45

drawing condition (through various implements, ranging from 46

fine pencils to thick ink markers). The ability to undo previ- 47

ous actions, delete strokes, and copy-paste strokes were all fea- 48

tures of GSVR that were retained by use of a single controller 49

(actions that were not fully permitted in the paper-based draw- 50

ing condition). During VR sketching the participants were only 51

able to see the hand-held controller for their sketching hand in 52

VR space. The second hand-held controller for the participants’ 53

non-sketching hand was not visible in VR space because it was 54

not used during VR sketching. 55

The HTC Vive c© (https://www.vive.com) was used as the VR 56

system for the study. The participants performed VR sketching 57

in a physical area of 2 by 1.5 meters. To prevent the participants 58

from bumping into the physical walls of the room, a slightly 59

smaller VR space was defined using the HTC Vive. This re- 60

sulted in a blue grid wall that appeared at the boundaries of the 61

VR space when that boundary was approached (see Figure 3). 62

Participants were seated at the drawing board during PB 63

sketching, but they stood up for VR sketching. All VR sketches 64

were screen recorded using a VR-capable laptop computer. A 65

wide-angle video camera was used to record the participants’ 66

physical actions while VR sketching as they moved around the 67

room. Another video camera was positioned directly above the 68

drawing board to capture the production of the paper sketches. 69

To record the participants’ utterances during the study, they 70

wore a lapel microphone connected wirelessly to a radio re- 71

ceiver unit attached to the laptop. To facilitate review and anal- 72

ysis, the video data from the VR sketching sessions was edited 73
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Fig. 3: Diagram of the room used for the VR sketching
investigation.

to produce synchronized picture-in-picture videos (see Figure1

4) showing the participants’ physical actions (e.g. movement2

in the room) and the images they were producing with those3

actions (e.g. sketches in VR space).4

Fig. 4: Picture-in-picture layout. The participant’s VR
sketch appears overlaid in the small rectangle at the top
left of the screen.

4.3. Before sketching5

All 16 participants were given scheduled appointments to6

participate in the study and worked individually during their7

two-hour sketching session. The participants were divided into8

four groups: A, B, C and D. Each group had four participants9

each participant was assigned an alphanumeric identifier: A1,10

A2, A3, A4, B1, B2, [...], D3, D4. At the start of each session,11

the researcher gave a brief explanation of the purpose and for-12

mat of the exercises. The researcher briefly demonstrated the13

VR sketching tool and participants were given ten minutes to14

practice VR sketching to their satisfaction. Immediately after 15

the VR sketching practice, the researcher asked all participants 16

for their initial impression of VR sketching. Next, all partic- 17

ipants were given an optional five minutes to practice paper- 18

based (PB) sketching on an A3-sized drawing slope while sit- 19

ting at the desk (all declined due to their experience in PB 20

sketching, see section 3.1) Next; all participants were given a 21

maximum of ten minutes to complete a VR sketching training 22

task in which they were required to sketch 3D shapes accord- 23

ing to verbal instructions read by the researcher from a pre- 24

pared script. All participants were read the same instructions 25

in the same order. They were instructed to think aloud during 26

the training task [21, 22] and had the opportunity to ask the 27

researcher questions about VR sketching. 28

4.4. During sketching 29

Each participant completed a total of five VR sketching tasks. 30

Due to safety precautions, none of the participants spent more 31

than 20 minutes continuously wearing the VR Headset (see Ta- 32

ble 2). For tasks 1 - 4, each 20-minute VR sketching period was 33

separated by a 10-minute PB sketching period. To eliminate 34

learning effects, in groups A and C, all participants sketched 35

in this order: 10 minutes PB sketching followed by 20 min- 36

utes VR sketching. In groups B and D, the sketching order 37

was reversed: 20 minutes VR sketching followed by 10 min- 38

utes PB sketching. PB sketching was not included in task five. 39

The participants completed two VR sketching tasks in a single 40

20-minute period, switching from one task to another without 41

removing the headset (see Table 3). Ten minutes was given to 42

each task because pilot studies showed that the participants’ at- 43

tention began to wane after ten minutes of sketching the same 44

3D shape. 45

During the tasks, each participant was shown the 3D shapes 46

as 2D photographs displaying the shape from multiple angles 47

or as CAD models suspended in VR space for that particular 48

task. For example, if participant A1 sketched the 3D shape i on 49

paper for task one, she or he would sketch the 3D shape ii in 50

VR for the same task. In group A, all four participants sketched 51

3D shape i on paper, then sketched 3D shape ii in VR for each 52

task. In group B, the order was reversed: participants sketched 53

3D shape ii in VR, then sketched 3D shape i on paper for each 54

task. In group C, 3D shape ii was sketched on paper then 3D 55

shape i sketched in VR. In group D, 3D shape ii was sketched 56

in VR then 3D shape i was sketched on paper. 57

For tasks 1 – 3, all participants produced one VR sketch and 58

one PB sketch. For task 4, all participants were required to 59

produce only one sketch in PB or VR. The participants were 60

asked to view two 3D shapes, one seen as a series of 2D pho- 61

tographs and the other seen as a 3D model in VR. The partic- 62

ipants were asked to commit both shapes to memory and then 63

asked to wait for one minute before sketching the shape that 64

they most remembered as accurately as possible in the medium 65

that the shape was viewed. All participants were given a max- 66

imum of 10 minutes. For task 5, all participants produced one 67

VR sketch only (see Table 2). In all tasks, the researcher read 68

instructions aloud to all participants from a prepared script. All 69

participants were instructed to think aloud during VR and PB 70
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Table 2: The tasks of the VR sketching study by visual thinking skills

Task Visual thinking skill Number of sketches per task Time limit (minutes)
1 Visual transformation 1 PB and 1 VR 20
2 Visual synthesis 1 PB and 1 VR 20
3 Visual spatial reasoning 1 PB and 1 VR 20
4 Visual memory and comprehension 1 PB or 1 VR 10
5 Visual expression 1 VR 10

Table 3: Sketching task order by group assignment. Tasks were performed one immediately after the other and the
head-mounted display was not removed between consecutive VR tasks.

Group Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4
A PB shape i, VR shape ii VR shape i, PB shape ii PB shape i, VR shape ii PB shape i, VR shape ii
B VR shape i, PB shape ii PB shape i, VR shape ii VR shape i, PB shape ii PB shape i, VR shape ii
C PB shape ii, VR shape i VR shape ii, PB shape i PB shape ii, VR shape i PB shape ii, VR shape i,
D VR shape ii, PB shape i PB shape ii, VR shape i VR shape ii, PB shape i PB shape ii, VR shape i,

sketching [21, 22]. However, the researcher did speak if partic-1

ipants had technical difficulties, such as VR headset malfunc-2

tions or to prompt the participants to resume thinking aloud af-3

ter a prolonged period of silence. During the sketching tasks,4

the researcher sat out of sight and only emerged to load com-5

puter files and to hand paperwork to the participants.6

Upon completion of each VR sketch, the researcher handed7

each participant a second hand-held controller and then in-8

structed each to take a 2D’ photograph’ of their VR sketch9

from an angle of their choosing that showed the shape using10

the camera function within the VR sketching tool. The second11

hand-held controller was visible to the participants when taking12

photographs. The participants then saved their VR sketch files.13

4.5. After sketching14

At the end of the main VR sketching tasks (described below),15

all participants were interviewed for five minutes regarding16

their experience of VR sketching during the session. All par-17

ticipants were asked again for their impression of VR sketching18

to see if there were any changes of opinion and what may have19

influenced such changes. After the interviews, all participants20

completed four short surveys, the first being the Sketching ques-21

tionnaire (created by the researcher) used to measure the effort22

required for VR sketching and PB sketching. The second was23

the revised version of the UQO Cyberpsychology lab survey24

[23] for measuring presence in virtual environments. The ques-25

tions regarding sound and haptic feedback were not included26

in the modified VR presence questionnaire. All of these fac-27

tors necessitated the development of a modified VR sketching28

presence questionnaire in which certain keywords in the origi-29

nal survey were changed to make the questionnaire directly de-30

scriptive of VR sketching. The third questionnaire was the VR31

Simulator Sickness Questionnaire, used to measure the symp-32

toms associated with the use of a VR headset [24]. The fourth33

was a questionnaire that collected demographic information and34

other information about all participants’ prior experiences with35

PB sketching, physical model making and CAD systems. All36

participants were presented with all four questionnaires in the37

same order (see supplementary data: 4).38

4.6. Sketching tasks 39

The main part of each session was divided into five VR 40

sketching tasks, which were structured according to Shah, 41

Woodward and Smith’s [20] visual thinking skills framework 42

(see Table 1). The visual thinking skills are not mutually ex- 43

clusive; each task was developed to emphasize one particular 44

design skill even if others were relevant. However, visual mem- 45

ory and visual comprehension were combined in a single task. 46

A total of eight (pre-constructed) 3D shapes were used for tasks 47

1 – 4, as shown in Table 3. Task 5 did not involve any 3D 48

shapes; therefore, PB sketching was not included. 49

4.6.1. Task one – visual transformation 50

This task was designed to explore the participants’ experi- 51

ences of mental image manipulations such as affine transforma- 52

tions (for example, rotation, reflection and scaling). All par- 53

ticipants were asked to sketch the 3D version of a 2D bracket 54

and an anvil as accurately as possible. All participants saw two 55

separate third angle orthographic projections of the Bracket and 56

Anvil. The projections displayed the top, front and side view of 57

the shapes, with the top view clearly labeled to avoid ambiguity 58

(see Figure 5). 59

Fig. 5: First angle projection of a bracket (left) third angle
projection of an anvil (right)

4.6.2. Task two – visual synthesis 60

This task was designed to explore the participants’ experi- 61

ences of sketching shapes from verbal descriptions. Sketching, 62
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according to verbal instructions, is a common design activity.1

All participants were asked to sketch additional 3D shapes in2

sequence as accurately as possible onto two pre-drawn 3D wire-3

frame shapes (see Figure 6). The first pre-drawn shape was a4

cube with a cylinder on its top face. The participants were in-5

structed as follows:6

1. Sketch a second 3D cube sitting on top of the incomplete7

cylinder.8

2. On one face of one of the cubes sketch a triangular-based9

pyramid.10

3. On one face of the triangular-based pyramid sketch a tri-11

angular indentation.12

4. Change the incomplete cylinder into a complete (hollow)13

tube.14

5. Sketch a torus (3D doughnut) encircling the cylinder.15

The second pre-drawn shape was a cube with a square-based16

pyramid on its top face (see Figure 6). The participants were17

instructed as follows:18

1. On the bottom face of the cube sketch a cylinder extending19

outwards.20

2. Sketch a rectangular indentation on one face of the cube.21

3. On the face of the cube opposite the indentation sketch a22

3D arrow (make the length of the arrow the same as the23

length of one edge of the cube).24

4. Round off one edge of the cube.25

5. Sketch a hemisphere on one of the remaining faces of the26

cube.27

Fig. 6: Pre-drawn 3D wireframe shapes: cube with a
cylinder on its top face (left) cube with a square-based
pyramid on its top face (right)

4.6.3. Task three – visual spatial reasoning28

This task was designed to explore the participants’ experi-29

ences of sketching multiple interconnecting 3D shapes. All30

participants were shown an exploded view of a toy train with31

an assembled view of the same toy train for reference to avoid32

confusion (see Figure 7). Participants were allowed to view the33

toy train until satisfied that they understood how the individual34

parts combined to form the assembled model. The researcher35

then took the toy train example away and showed participants 36

an exploded view of either a caster wheel or a birdhouse (de- 37

pending on participant group) to be sketched in assembled view 38

(see Figures 8 and 9). 39

Fig. 7: An example of a toy truck in the assembled view
(left) and in the exploded view (right).

Fig. 8: The exploded view of a caster wheel.

Fig. 9: The exploded view of the birdhouse.

4.6.4. Task four – visual memory and comprehension 40

This task was designed to explore the participants’ experi- 41

ences of recalling shapes. All participants were shown 2D pho- 42
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tographs of a toy car or a toy plane (depending on participant1

group) taken from several angles. The participants were also2

shown the same 3D shapes as CAD models in VR space (see3

Figure 10). All participants were given the following verbal4

instructions:5

1. (To participants in group A). Please look at the 3D shape6

printed on the photographs and form an accurate image of7

it in your mind. You may take as long as you need to look8

at the 3D shape. When you are satisfied with the image of9

the 3D shape in your mind, I will take it away.10

2. When you feel ready, I will show you another 3D shape11

in the VR sketching space. Please look at the object and12

feel free to move, rotate and walk around it and form an13

accurate image of it in your mind.14

3. When you feel ready, you may view both 3D shapes again15

as many times as you need. When you are satisfied with16

the images of the 3D shapes in your mind, I will take both17

of them away.18

4. Please wait for one minute and then sketch the object that19

you most remember as accurately as possible in the same20

medium that you saw it.21

22

Therefore, if the shape was seen as a 2D photograph, then it23

was sketched by the participant on paper; if seen in VR space,24

the shape was sketched in VR. The participants in groups A and25

C viewed the first 3D shape as 2D photographs, before viewing26

the second 3D shape in VR. The participants in groups B and D27

viewed the first 3D shape in VR before viewing the second 3D28

shape as 2D photographs. The 2D photographs were pictures of29

the 3D shapes (see Figure 10).30

Fig. 10: Toy car (left) and toy plane (right)

4.6.5. Task five – visual expression31

This task was designed to explore the participants’ experi-32

ences of freehand sketching without constraints or instructions.33

In this task, all participants were asked to sketch in VR space34

anything of their choosing.35

4.7. Data handling and analysis36

Concurrent protocol analysis was used to analyze the design37

behaviors of all participants during VR sketching [25]. Below38

are the steps used.39

1. Conduct and video record the sketching tasks.40

2. Edit the video recordings into a single video file for all41

participants showing their gestures synchronized with the42

strokes made in the VR sketching space and include their43

post-sketching interview.44

3. Split the edited video recordings into smaller segments 45

(see supplementary data: 5). 46

4. Encode the segments using a coding scheme (see supple- 47

mentary data: 5). 48

5. Analyze and interpret the encoded segments. 49

Inductive thematic analysis was used to identify common 50

themes in participant interview responses (Braun and Clarke, 51

2006). Below are the steps used in the analysis. 52

1. Transcribe the interviews. 53

2. Read the transcripts and generate appropriate codes (see 54

supplementary data: 5). 55

3. Collate the codes into categories to enable the identifica- 56

tion of the visual thinking and communication skills the 57

participants used during VR and PB sketching. 58

4. Identify themes that emerge from the codes. 59

5. Generate questions and topics for future areas of research 60

based on themes. 61

The 2D ‘photographs’ taken at the end of each VR sketching 62

task were compared to the participants’ PB sketches to view any 63

similarities or differences in the angles and perspectives used to 64

portray the 3D shapes. A visual analog scale was used to mea- 65

sure the continuous data from the VR sketching questionnaire. 66

Due to the small sample size, responses from the VR presence 67

and the simulator sickness questionnaires [24] were tallied. 68

5. Results 69

We present the findings of our study as a series of observa- 70

tions derived from the participants’ PB and VR sketching ses- 71

sions, the questionnaires they completed and content analysis of 72

the interviews. Notably, across our different forms of data, the 73

results did not vary with participant grouping, indicating that 74

the order in which they sketched (i.e., PB first or VR first) for 75

each task was not influential. 76

5.1. Observed behaviour 77

We observed several behaviors exhibited by the participants 78

during the VR sketching tasks. The majority of participants 79

quickly adapted to immersive 3D sketching without requiring 80

further instruction after the initial training task. The partici- 81

pants quickly understood how to make different types of strokes 82

(changing color, default thickness, and speed-dependent thick- 83

ness). 84

85

In task one (visual transformation), it became apparent that 86

many of the participants struggled to generate accurate curved 87

strokes on paper and in VR space. When working in VR space, 88

many participants preferred to sketch the two planes of the 89

Anvil before sketching curved strokes to connect those two 90

planes. Therefore, the planes acted as guides to help partic- 91

ipants position their curved strokes. Only a few participants 92

sketched curved strokes without connecting them to another 93

plane. Nearly all of the participants complained about the 94

difficulty of sketching accurate straight lines and planes with 95

no visual guides, measurement references, or automatic stroke 96
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correction. The responses to question 11 represent an almost1

unanimous perception that achieving accuracy requires much2

greater effort in immersive 3D sketching (see Figure 12).3

Similar results were found in previous research[19, 3, 41]4

5

In task two (visual synthesis), the issue of how to sketch6

curved strokes and surfaces in VR space continued to be7

apparent. The participants used different stroke thicknesses to8

convey the solidity of curved surfaces. In VR space and PB9

sketching, most participants sketched the torus that encircled10

the cylinder as a wireframe made of rings. Nonetheless, two of11

the participants used a single, very thick stroke to sketch the12

torus. The two participants thought that the thickness of the13

stroke was sufficient to convey the surface’s solidity.14

In task three (visual-spatial reasoning), the same stroke thick-15

ness techniques appeared. Some participants found task three16

quite challenging. We observed several participants attempting17

to trace the caster wheel and the birdhouse. Some participants18

chose to trace strokes directly along the edges of the caster19

wheel CAD model. Others chose to stand to view the caster20

wheel in elevation and then sketched strokes according to along21

the edges of the CAD model but without sketching directly22

on it. The participants who sketched directly on the edges the23

CAD model also struggled to sketch the likenesses of the 3D24

shapes in tasks in tasks one and two.25

In task four (visual memory and comprehension), most partici-26

pants chose to sketch the toy car instead of the toy plane. The27

two participants that sketched the plane did so in VR space but28

struggled to accurately represent the plane.29

30

In task five (visual expression), many of the participants took31

the opportunity to sketch models of buildings for an assignment32

on the architecture degree course. Some participants stated that33

VR sketching allowed them to see perspectives which they had34

either overlooked or did not see in their priorly constructed35

physical and CAD models. These participants stated that they36

would modify their physical and CAD models once they return37

to their degree course. We found that VR sketching did not sup-38

port the participants’ ability to sketch curved strokes accurately39

in VR space. However, VR sketching did support the ability to40

make and revise decisions about their sketches, as indicated in41

questions 2 and 3 of Figure 12.42

We did not record any figures regarding the participants use43

of features such as delete, undo and copy-paste. However, we44

did observe that all participants made use of the features. We45

did not observe any variation among the groups. Even the par-46

ticipants who preferred PB sketching made frequent use the fea-47

tures. There was not much variation between the groups regard-48

ing VR sketching. Nonetheless, we did observe variations in the49

preferences of individual participants regarding the effort used50

for PB and VR sketching.51

5.2. Sketching effort52

The Sketching Effort questionnaire asked questions about53

the effort required for twelve aspects of VR and PB sketching54

(see Table 4). Participants estimated the effort required for55

each aspect, assigning a score between 0 and 100 percent.56

From this, we calculated the ’relative PB-VR effort’ for 57

sketching for each of the twelve aspects of sketching that 58

participants were asked about (with the effort required for 59

VR sketching subtracted from the effort required for PB 60

sketching). Table 4 shows a count of the number of partic- 61

ipants indicating whether more effort was required for VR 62

sketching or PB sketching ). This gave a picture of the degree 63

to which each participant found either PB or VR sketching 64

to require more effort (see Figure 11 and Figure 12). For 65

example, participant B3 reported that VR and PB sketching 66

required very little effort, except in four aspects of sketching. 67

In contrast, participant D3 reported that a lot of effort was 68

required for both VR and PB sketching, across multiple aspects. 69

70

In general, the participants reported that VR-sketching 71

required more effort in judging the quality of sketches, mak- 72

ing modifications, adding embellishments, changing stroke 73

details and conveying the meaning of their sketches to others. 74

Although there was a consensus that VR sketching required 75

more effort than PB sketching, this was not the case concerning 76

decision making (see Figure 12, question 2) and revising 77

decisions (question 3). The participants frequently mentioned 78

that moving around their sketches in VR space improved their 79

decision making and revision of decisions. 80

81

Fig. 11: Self-reported relative PB-VR effort scores for each
question according to the individual responses of each
participant. Positive scores indicate greater VR effort. The
boxes display the spread of effort scores between the first
and third quartiles. The horizontal line inside the box is
the median effort score. The dots are outliers, which are
more than two standard deviations away from the mean.

5.3. Impressions of PB and VR sketching 82

All participants agreed that VR sketching was novel, useful 83

and felt intuitive and natural in comparison to 3D CAD. None 84

saw VR sketching as the digital equivalent of PB sketching. 85

They were of the opinion that PB and VR sketching required 86

different thought processes and reported differences in the ways 87

that they visualized 3D shapes in PB and VR sketching. All 88
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Table 4: Count of participants who indicated that a certain mode of sketching (VR or PB) required less effort. The count of
participants who attributed equal effort to each mode are indicated in the ‘No difference’ column.

# Question: How much effort was needed to. . . VR sketching PB sketching No difference
Q1 understand your sketches? 9 7 0
Q2 make decisions about your sketches? 2 13 1
Q3 revise decisions about your sketches? 4 11 1
Q4 generate new ideas for your sketches? 7 9 0
Q5 judge the quality of your sketches? 14 1 1
Q6 modify your sketches? 8 8 0
Q7 embellish (annotations, hatching, arrows, etc.) your sketches? 12 4 0
Q8 structure your sketches? 9 7 0
Q9 view the evolution of your sketches? 11 5 0
Q10 change line details (thicknesses, colours) your sketches? 10 5 1
Q11 sketch with accuracy? 15 1 0
Q12 convey meaning in your sketches? 8 7 1

Fig. 12: Self-reported relative PB-VR effort scores for each
question grouped by all responses to that question. Positive
scores indicate greater VR effort. The boxes display the
spread of effort scores between the first and third quartiles.
The horizontal line inside the box is the median effort
score. The dots are outliers, which are more than two
standard deviations away from the mean.

thought that VR sketching required more effort in judging the1

quality of sketches, making modifications, adding embellish-2

ments, changing stroke details and conveying the meaning of3

their sketches to others and sketching with accuracy (see sup-4

plementary data: 1).5

I think VR gives you more perspective. So, where6

we can look at it from all different angles, therefore,7

we were able to have a better understanding of the8

options, as you’ve been given falsehoods [on paper]9

of the same thing. Like one picture taken from a dif-10

ferent angle, it takes one more step to get your brain11

to kind of assemble the pictures together. You think12

about where the pictures been taken from, which an-13

gle, how that picture is connected with that one, but 14

with VR, you are just turning around things. - Partic- 15

ipant C3 16

The participants could be divided according to whether they 17

preferred VR sketching over PB sketching or preferred PB 18

sketching over VR sketching. Those favorable to VR sketching 19

felt that it was easier to sketch and immediately comprehend 20

3D shapes in VR space than it was to draw the same shapes on 21

paper or construct them using a CAD tool. They reported that 22

body movement enabled better comprehension of 3D shapes, 23

an improved ability to visualize 3D shapes and an increased 24

sense of creativity. Moving around their VR sketches enabled 25

them to consolidate or evoke mental imagery in a way that is 26

not possible with PB sketching. They also valued the ability 27

to sketch at large scales and the ability to rapidly construct 28

sketches without using real materials. Some participants en- 29

tered and inhabited their sketches, which contributed to a sense 30

of creative freedom reported by the majority of participants. 31

32

Those preferring VR exhibited a much more negative atti- 33

tude towards PB sketching. Those who preferred VR became 34

very aware of the limitations of PB sketching in comparison to 35

VR sketching. They felt very constrained when sketching on 36

paper due to its limited size and struggled to sketch single-view 37

projections of 3D shapes. They felt that in PB sketching, they 38

could no longer use the affordances they had relied on in VR 39

space. They mentioned feeling a loss of movement, a loss of 40

sketching at life scale, loss of multiple viewing angles and a 41

loss of interaction with their sketches. These participants also 42

observed that in PB sketching more time was spent thinking 43

how to plan and visualize the representation of 3D shapes as 44

opposed to VR sketching where less thinking was involved. 45

46

In contrast, participants who favored PB sketching expressed 47

opposite views. These participants were glad to sketch on 48

paper after sketching in VR space. They felt that PB sketching 49

was more natural than VR sketching and found it quite dif- 50

ficult to sketch in VR space. These participants also actively 51

walked around their VR sketches but appeared to dislike the 52
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affordances of VR sketching. They did not appreciate the1

freedom of VR sketching because they had to extra make2

decisions about their sketches in comparison to PB sketching.3

They reported that VR sketching required more effort in4

judging the quality of sketches, making modifications, adding5

embellishments, changing stroke details and conveying the6

meaning of their sketches to others. One participant claimed7

that PB sketching enabled her to comfortably sketch as she8

pleased, the implication being that VR sketching changed9

her sketching style in a manner that she disliked. Another10

participant claimed that PB sketching was more soothing in11

comparison to the ’always there’ intensity of VR sketching.12

In task 5, one participant even chose to sketch in single view13

projection despite being in VR space (i.e., by drawing on an14

imaginary planar surface).15

16

5.4. Representation of 3D shapes in VR sketching17

In VR sketching, many participants sketched 3D shapes18

with fewer supportive and reasoning sketching behaviors such19

as construction lines, centerlines, practice sketches and under20

sketches in comparison to other participants who sketched21

the same 3D shapes on paper. Overall, the participants spent22

more time in VR sketching in comparison to PB sketching.23

Many were told to stop sketching, having used the maximum24

time available (ten minutes). The majority of participants25

were hesitant during VR sketching and spent much of their26

time walking in circles, stepping backward and forwards,27

leaning from side to side, crouching, bending, looking upward,28

standing on their toes, jumping and even sitting and kneeling29

on the floor while inspecting their sketches. Some participants30

also used the floor as a flat surface for sketching. Many31

participants were also using gestures to work out their 3D32

sketches. Throughout VR sketching, all participants performed33

sense-making gestures whenever they were unclear about the34

construction or arrangement of the sketches. The participants35

would often point at their VR sketches in mid-air without ac-36

tually disturbing them in VR space. Similarly, the participants37

also performed planning gestures using their hands to mark the38

placement of strokes in mid-air without making strokes in the39

VR sketching space. These gestures were often accompanied40

by utterances in which the participants were questioning and41

clarifying their understanding of their sketched 3D shapes.42

43

At other times the participants were attempting to use44

gestures to communicate with the researcher. Quite often, the45

participants were seeking clarification or help regarding the46

parameters of the task. However, some participants wanted the47

researcher to provide feedback and assist with decision making;48

this was indicated by pointing gestures. Some participants49

even turned their heads in the direction of the researcher while50

pointing (the researcher did not respond).51

52

In the VR sketching tasks, many participants struggled to53

sketch 3D shapes with complex curves. In task 1, the partic-54

ipants struggled to sketch the anvil accurately on paper. Many55

anvils appeared to be twisted, or in the wrong proportion or dis-56

torted in their appearance (see Figure 13). In task 2, there was57

no consensus regarding how to represent the large wireframe 58

cylinder as a solid shape on paper. Some participants sketched 59

long straight vertical strokes; others sketched a smaller wire- 60

frame cylinder in the middle of the large cylinder. Another par- 61

ticipant simply shaded part of the large wireframe cylinder to 62

indicate the casting of a shadow. In PB sketching, we observed 63

that the majority of participants sketched the torus as a solid 64

shape in single view projection while sketching the top cube in 65

wireframe. However, in VR sketching, the majority sketched 66

the torus as a wireframe because it was easier to copy and paste 67

a circle repeatedly to form the required shapes. Only two par- 68

ticipants sketched the torus as a solid shape, but both used thick 69

strokes to indicate the volume of the torus. Also, in task 2, 70

when asked to represent the cylinder as a solid shape, the ma- 71

jority used the same methods as in PB sketching. However, 72

two participants removed the vertical strokes, leaving a series 73

of floating circles to depict the solidity of the cylinder. In task 74

3, several participants struggled to sketch the caster wheel ac- 75

curately on paper and especially in VR space where there were 76

more degrees of freedom. In task 4, none of the participants at- 77

tempted to sketch the cylindrical toy plane on paper. Only two 78

participants sketched the plane in VR space. Both participants 79

used different techniques to represent the plane. One copied and 80

pasted a series of rings to represent the body of the plane; the 81

other used long thick strokes to form a cylinder. Many partici- 82

pants mentioned that it was difficult to visualize how the curves 83

fitted together and that is was difficult to sketch a surface using 84

strokes only. 85

Fig. 13: VR sketches of anvils.
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6. Discussion1

We found that our participants, in general, struggled to2

represent curves and curved surfaces on paper and in 3D3

space. A similar result was found in a previous HMD study4

of freehand immersive 3D sketching [3]. Our participants5

struggled to visualize how non-planar curves and surfaces fitted6

together in PB and immersive 3D sketching. Our participants7

called for assistive features to make the representation of non-8

planar curves and surfaces easier in immersive 3D sketching.9

They were also undecided as to the most efficient means of10

representing non-planar curves and surfaces. We observed that11

assistive features and geometries might help some participants12

to represent complicated 3D shapes with multiple non-planar13

curves and surfaces. Regarding the visual thinking and com-14

munication skills, the participants had difficulties with visual15

transformation, visual-spatial reasoning and visual memory16

and comprehension.17

18

Our findings suggest that immersive 3D sketching reduced19

the need to retain the single view projection of 3D shapes20

in their minds prior to sketching. The participants moved,21

sketched and performed mental image manipulations simul-22

taneously. They cited easier mental image manipulation as23

one of the favorable aspects of immersive 3D sketching.24

However, many of the participants still struggled to represent25

non-planar curves and surfaces despite seeing their sketches26

suspended in 3D space. The participants still had difficulties in27

representing non-planar curves and surfaces. In task 1, many28

of the VR sketched anvils did not share many resemblances29

to their associated 2D multi-view images. Likewise, some30

of the caster wheel assembly sketches. Some participants31

were unable to connect the individual parts together. Only32

two participants attempted to sketch the 3D toy plane and33

neither sketch bore much resemblance to the plane. These34

observations may imply that immersive 3D sketching had little35

impact on the participants’ visual transformation, visual-spatial36

reasoning and visual memory and comprehension, but this37

is not the case. The same issues with non-planar curves and38

surfaces were observed in the participants’ PB sketches. The39

participants did not struggle as much to represent 3D shapes40

with straight edges and flat surfaces. Furthermore, the partici-41

pants had even less difficulty with visual synthesis and visual42

expression. The majority of participants preferred stroke-based43

immersive 3D sketching despite experiencing difficulties with44

some types of visual thinking and communication. The same45

participants were also dissatisfied with PB sketching. Their46

main complaints concerned the visualization of the single-view47

projection of 3D shapes before and during the immersive 3D48

sketching tasks.49

50

Our findings suggest that part of the value of stroke-based51

immersive 3D sketching is in its capacity to challenge par-52

ticipants to think more carefully about the representation and53

visual communication of 3D shapes. Many participants in54

our study described the differences in how they visualized 3D55

shapes during immersive 3D sketching as compared to PB56

sketching. They stated that immersive 3D sketching affected57

how they understood 3D shapes and their approaches towards 58

PB sketching. In PB sketching, our participants stated that they 59

gave a lot of attention to planning how to sketch single view 60

projections before making strokes on paper. However, during 61

immersive 3D sketching our participants were able to plan 62

and sketch 3D shapes simultaneously, which meant that they 63

focused more on understanding how to represent 3D shapes [3]. 64

65

Our participants frequently mentioned the importance of 66

moving around and interacting with VR sketches with regard 67

to their comprehension. Similar findings were reported in pre- 68

vious CAVE and HMD stroke-based immersive 3D sketching 69

studies [26, 1, 13, 3]. We observed that immersive 3D sketch- 70

ing has multimodality that is not present in other forms of CAD 71

tools or in PB sketching. 72

In social semiotics, multimodality denotes that there are mul- 73

tiple ways of understanding, interpreting and making meaning 74

[27]. Multimodality, when applied to immersive 3D sketching, 75

describes a tool that enables designers to simultaneously sketch 76

and model 3D shapes and seamlessly interpret those shapes as 77

a sketch or as a model with ease. For example, the association 78

between movement and perception of 3D spatial dimensions 79

and relationships has been widely documented as one of the 80

advantages of working with physical models [28, 29, 30]. The 81

multimodality of immersive 3D sketching aided the partici- 82

pants with the translation of mental imagery from the mind to 83

3D space. The majority of participants felt that it was easier 84

to sketch 3D shapes directly into 3D space than using other 85

approaches such as PB sketching. The participants defined 86

mental imagery as the 3D shapes seen within their minds. 87

88

Even when presented with 2D multi-view images, the par- 89

ticipants described them as 3D shapes. The majority of our 90

participants saw immersive 3D sketching as a new way of mod- 91

eling, not a new type of sketching. Our participants frequently 92

made statements such as ”I was modeling a sketch” or ”I was 93

sketching a model.” The participants perceived their immer- 94

sive 3D sketches to contain attributes common to PB sketch- 95

ing, such as disposability, speed, minimal detail [31]. However, 96

they also perceived their Immersive 3D sketches to contain at- 97

tributes common to physical 3D modeling. For example, during 98

immersive 3D sketching, many participants became thoroughly 99

engrossed and indicated an aversion to colliding with their Im- 100

mersive 3D sketches even though the sketching area was clear 101

and the participants were able to move freely. When produc- 102

ing new strokes or copying existing strokes, the participants of- 103

ten contorted their arms and bodies to avoid contact with their 104

immersive 3D sketches; this was the case even when it would 105

have been much more convenient to move into or through ex- 106

isting strokes which were, of course, virtual and could not be 107

disturbed by the participants ’colliding’ with them. A similar 108

finding was previously reported in which participants contorted 109

their bodies as they moved around 3D shapes [16]. Nonethe- 110

less, our observations of participants contorting their bodies to 111

sketch from awkward positions have not been previously re- 112

ported. We argue that stroke-based immersive 3D sketching 113

does support visual thinking and communication. Our partici- 114
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pants spent more time focused on the forms of 3D shapes rather1

than the projection of those shapes. However, they still strug-2

gled to sketch non-planar curves and surfaces.3

6.1. Limitations4

There were some limitations in our study. The first being5

our small sample of 16 participants, which limits our statistical6

analysis of the data. However, it does permit an in-depth study7

of each participant’s behavior and utterances. The participants8

were all first-time users of immersive 3D sketching and part of9

their judgment may have been affected by the novelty of the10

experience. Many participants used a maximum of 10 minutes11

for each immersive 3D sketching task, which implies that a12

longer time limit may have been necessary. Nonetheless, there13

is no consensus regarding time limits in VR or PB sketching14

studies. In preparation for the study, the researcher conducted15

several pilots and found that our participants became agitated16

beyond two hours. Our study was 2 hours long from start to17

finish including the pre- and post-visualization tasks, another18

sketching study was 90-120 minutes in duration [4].19

20

In other studies, users only needed 10 minutes to produce21

sketches using 3D sketching tools [32, 9, 14, 9, 33, 34]. Our22

pilot studies showed that participants’ attention started to wane23

after 10 minutes. None of the participants required the 5 min-24

utes of PB training offered in the pre-visualization tasks of the25

study.26

We did not recruit participants with equal levels of expertise27

in PB and immersive 3D sketching. Nor did we account for the28

spatial perception abilities of the participants in our sampling.29

Although our participants all sketched on paper often, none had30

previously used any form of immersive 3D sketching tool. As31

such, our participants can be considered experts in PB sketching32

but novices in immersive 3D sketching.33

During immersive 3D sketching, our participants’ spatial per-34

ceptions may have been compromised by their physical bod-35

ies and the surrounding environment being invisible to them.36

In augmented reality (AR), people can typically see their own37

physical bodies and environments, which can strengthen the in-38

fluence of vision on multisensory interactions [35, 36]. How-39

ever, people can also quickly adapt their own visual, vestibu-40

lar, and proprioceptive systems in virtual environments. Many41

of our participants did not express any form of annoyance at42

not being able to see their non-sketching hand while making43

strokes and measuring distances. Instead, such participants44

were seemingly comfortable relying on proprioception, even45

if they did express frustration with not being able to use both46

hands for editing their sketches. Some participants evidently47

wanted to use both hands for scaling and beautifying existing48

stokes. Participants who are experienced or expert in immer-49

sive 3D sketching may have offered more nuanced insights into50

how immersive 3D sketching supports visual thinking and com-51

munication.52

The sketching area was the minimum size available and may53

have constrained some of the participants’ design behaviors for54

fear of walking into a wall. Our study could have done more55

to understand the nuances of participants’ movements during56

immersive 3D sketching. We understood why the participants 57

moved, but we could have explored how movement varies be- 58

tween participants. Were there patterns present in the move- 59

ments? If so, what do the patterns indicate? Is the amount of 60

movement exhibited by participants correlated with their level 61

of comprehension of the 3D shapes? If so, what causal mecha- 62

nisms are at play and what other factors are involved? 63

6.2. Future work 64

In addition to addressing the limitations and questions dis- 65

cussed above, future immersive 3D sketching studies should in- 66

vestigate participants preferences regrading PB or VR sketch- 67

ing in granular detail. Further methods such as a follow-up sur- 68

vey may reveal even more granular information that may offer 69

a more nuanced understanding of why some participants pre- 70

ferred VR sketching over PB sketching and vice versa. The 71

relationship between spatial perception movement and com- 72

prehension of 3D shapes in greater depth. There are several 73

methodologies that could be used such as naturalistic observa- 74

tion, ethnography and motion tracking. There is a strong need 75

for immersive 3D sketching studies that make observations over 76

a prolonged period, as much of what is known about immer- 77

sive 3D sketching is derived from short-term studies. The par- 78

ticipants in such a study could be design experts well experi- 79

enced in immersive 3D sketching to negate the novelty factor 80

and induce a more objective or dispassionate perspective on the 81

technology and its uses. Such work could also focus on design 82

behaviors applied to real-world projects to ascertain when and 83

how immersive 3D sketching fits into design processes. Other 84

possible studies include the observation of group immersive 3D 85

sketching sessions to view similarities and differences between 86

individual immersive 3D sketching and group sketching. 87

During the immersive 3D sketching tasks, the non-sketching 88

controller was withheld from the participants and thus not vis- 89

ible to them virtually. Also, because it was a VR (rather than 90

AR) implementation of immersive 3D sketching, participants 91

were unable to see their bodies while they undertook the tasks. 92

Questions remain about whether the visibility of a second vir- 93

tual controller or the participants’ bodies would have changed 94

their behavior. Being able to see a second controller or both 95

arms would mean that participants’ estimations of position, 96

scale and movement would not depend entirely on propriocep- 97

tion but could also exploit additional visual cues. However, 98

when handed the second controller to take a picture of their im- 99

mersive 3D sketches, many participants continued to display an 100

aversion to collisions and also continued to position and contort 101

their bodies to find an aesthetically pleasing angle to capture 102

their sketches. 103

In the supplementary data that accompanies this paper we 104

made a series of observations regarding the participants uses 105

and preferences for VR and PB sketching in observation 7 wrote 106

that the researchers observed that participants’ preferences for 107

VR or PB sketching were influenced by some characteristics of 108

the participants, which may also account for their feelings of 109

frustration. There were two groups of preferences among the 110

participants regarding VR and PB sketching. The first group of 111

preferences were expressed by participants that were favorable 112
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towards VR-sketching. These participants were surprised by a1

sense of naturalness which came from sketching lines directly2

into VR space.The second group of preferences were favorable3

of PB sketching these participants were glad to sketch on pa-4

per after sketching in VR space. These participants felt that PB5

sketching was more natural than VR-sketching; they found it6

difficult to sketch in VR space. Further reasons are given in7

the supplementary data. However, we welcome future studies8

that will explore our participants preferences in greater depth.9

Our observations were based on the responses, utterances and10

behavior of our participants. Future studies with much larger11

samples may corroborate our findings and discover new phe-12

nomena not mentioned in this paper.13

7. Conclusion14

Immersive 3D sketching is a unique form of visual repre-15

sentation that facilitates the rapid and flexible creation of large16

and detailed (but inaccurate) 3D computer models. Immersive17

3D sketches are built intuitively by the designers as they move18

about their work. Immersive 3D sketching is a multimodal tool19

that supports design behaviors associated with PB sketching,20

CAD modeling and physical model making within the same21

space. This enables participants to make decisions (com-22

munications, analyses, evaluations, revisions) that cannot be23

made as conveniently in any of the individual modes alone.24

It is the ability to switch decision making seamlessly through25

these modes that make immersive 3D sketching useful to26

the designer. However, immersive 3D sketching does have27

limitations because although it resembles PB sketching, CAD28

modeling, and physical model making, it is not quite any of29

these things. It is possible to make better decisions in each of30

the individual modes because each mode has information that31

cannot be easily represented or replicated in immersive 3D32

sketching. For example, the rich tactility of physical model33

making is lost in exchange for the rapidity of sketching a 3D34

model in 3D space, although some forms of haptic feedback35

can be re-introduced [37] [38]. Proprioceptive and tactile36

feedback can be useful for confirmation of user input, gestural37

interactions, and even increasing the participants’ sense of38

immersion in VR [39]. However, adding physically realistic39

haptic feedback to immersive 3D sketching may also increase40

complexity, as the tool must be capable of supporting tactility41

[40]. Some designers, who are very used to making decisions in42

any of the individual modes (PB sketching, CAD modeling and43

physical model making), may not see the value of immersive44

3D sketching, especially when the precise representation of 3D45

shapes is needed. Nonetheless, the benefits of immersive 3D46

sketching outweigh its drawbacks because of its multimodality,47

which effectively makes immersive 3D sketching a tool that48

simultaneously supports behaviors that are commonly only49

found in PB sketching, CAD modeling and physical model50

making. At present, no other tool provides the designer with51

this uniquely useful combination.52
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